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Dr. Jim Goenner  00:04
All right, well, we're here today with Sid Smith, and Sid you are a pioneer in the charter
schools movement. In 1994, you chaired the Central Michigan University Board of
Trustees, and you decided to charter the first school in Michigan. You were the first
university in the country to charter a school. Can you tell us about that?

Sid Smith  00:24
Oh, that was fun time. The governor had called us or called me and he needed a pilot
charter school, he needed an authorizer and he felt Central Michigan University should be
that. I couldn't agree with him more, because Central is well known started as a teachers
college years and years ago. And it was a tradition of this college to produce 1000s of
teachers, which they did over the years. And so, to me, it wasn't a political thing. It was just
another era of educational reform, a better opportunity for kids, choices for parents. I've
never believed in monopolies and I didn't believe in the educational system that we set up.
So I was very prone to take that challenge on by the governor. And we had a wonderful
board up here made up of business people, lawyers. And they were very open to it. And of
course, we had a president that was very, very open to new educational opportunities for
kids. So that's how it all started. It didn't start as politics, it started as just something that
Central should do. Started personally, for me, because of my love for education and my
father's commitment to it for years. So yeah, and we went off and running and found out
it was gonna be quite a battle.
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Dr. Jim Goenner  02:22
You mean, they didn't just roll out the red carpet for you?

Sid Smith  02:25
Oh, yeah.We just, it was ready to go. It was a great challenge. But we were gonna do a
right, it was important for us to do it right. And so the whole board, and Leonard had
decided that authorization was a, was a opportunity for it. But also, we had an obligation
to make sure that schools were good schools, and that the kids got a very good
education. There were a lot of surprises. For instance, all of a sudden, we're taking 50% of
the at-risk kids. The biggest argument that everybody had was we were going to take the
cream of the crop, well, that wasn't the case. We had a tremendous amount of parents
that wanted their kids in better schools and there were a lot of bad schools, bad public
schools. So we took I think it was 50% of our kids were at risk. And so one of the things
that the board decided to do, because we knew the politics wasn't on our side a ton, was
to measure a kid as he came in to the charter school, a lot of them were below average.
They were coming from districts that just were not producing good kids and so we would
measure these children. And then we'd find that a year to two years later, that they had
actually escalated in learning beyond some of the best public school systems. So that
became our argument for that. And so things cooled down a little bit, but we had to make
some, some battleground choices, which were fun. We had an opportunity where we had
a superintendent of schools, for instance, down in the southeast that wrote Leonard a
letter and said that he no longer would take CMU students on his employments teachers.
Nor would he allow for student teaching. And so Leonard was out of town. So I set up a
war room in the press boardroom and we sent a person down to the school board
meeting. Quietly not announced. And we also sent that letter to all of our alumni in this
guy's district. And they showed up, we gave them CMU t shirts, and they showed up, I
think there were close to 200 of them in there when this Superintendent made a speech
about CMU and charter schools, and they started ranting and raving and next thing we
knew he was apologizing. His board was all of a sudden committed, allowing charter
schools and hiring CMU teachers. So those were kind of the fun times, the real war. We
had a lot of backlash from MEA at the time. But not all teachers were agreeable with their
leaders. I found over the years that most teachers are there because of kids, they're not
there for personal benefit. And the MEA, I think was a little crossways with their
membership. So I think they learned a little bit of the lesson there. Education is for kids, it's
not just the teachers and it's for parents to be able to have a choice. So we're beyond all
that now but those were fun times and they were hard times. Central had alumni quit
offering money to the development board. So it was basically get in the trenches, make it
happen, but do it right.
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Dr. Jim Goenner  07:15
I remember that letter you reference, that was Superintendent Bob Bass from the Lake
Orion School District and that'll be part of the archives of the National Charter Schools
Founders Library, but that, you got the, we call it the Fire Up Chips, right? You got the
chips fired up and they made their voice heard.

Sid Smith  07:33
Oh they made their voice heard and our letter was very specific, your children will not be
able to come back into your district and live close to their, their original home, if this guy
has his way. And, that fired up a lot of chips.

Dr. Jim Goenner  07:54
You have a big vision. When you chartered those first schools, and you were facing that
opposition, did you ever think there'd be 30,000 plus students in schools authorized by
CMU? And that's actually more than the university educates.

Sid Smith  08:10
Yeah, we never did. We didn't know how many parents would make this decision. But it
became pretty obvious after a short period of time, because a new school would get
chartered, whether it be up north, or whether it be in the Detroit or Grand Rapids or
Kalamazoo district or Mount Pleasant district. And it would fill and of course, they had a
system where I think it was first come first serve. But there were parents, there were
waiting lists. And what it showed us is what I think we all believe, not just as, as business
people or educators, parents were thirsty for a good education for their kids. And they
should be. It's one of their first obligations as a parent, I knew it was one of mine. We want
to make sure our kids are educated. And it's a given right in this country. We don't charge
for it, taxpayers pay for it because it's important to us. You get to be my age here hoping
there's a younger generation coming up because, you know, I'd rather do a little fishing
and hunting and have somebody else do the work so but charter schools have served so
many people and they've served them with great dignity and, and I think these kids have
been given a better opportunity in life. I really do. And it doesn't matter where you're from.
You can be from Detroit, down in a 10 mile or Eight Mile or below 8 Mile, and it just doesn't
matter, your opportunities open up when you have choices for education.

Dr. Jim Goenner  10:01
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The power of choice is so important. I recall you telling stories about the conversations the
board had about oversight and accountability. You mentioned taxpayers and the
importance of making sure they get a bang for their buck. Can you talk about some of
those early conversations? And I remember that Bob Young was on the board. And he
went on to be a Supreme Court Justice in the State of Michigan. But what were those
early conversations like when you were pioneering this new ground?

Sid Smith  10:33
Well, excuse me. They were, Bob Young was the leader of that. What Bob said, to start the
conversation with the board, 'I think choice is great but they have to be accountable,'
meaning the schools. And I remember thinking about that, that night. The one thing quite
frankly, that is a weakness in public education is accountability. There are schools out
there, public schools that shouldn't be open and quite, quite a few of them actually closed
once charter schools came on, simply because the parents took their kids out of those
schools, and they no longer had the funding. But Bob was, was absolutely on point. And so
we spent a great deal of time writing out the contracts with these charter schools. And we
spent quite a bit of time with Leonard and the staffs, making sure that we had people
going in and out of these schools to make sure that they were doing what the contract
said. And if they didn't, we weren't shy about pulling the contract, so it was that simple
and that included reading levels, that included arythmatic levels, it included the basic
most important things. They were tough, tight contracts. And as I say several schools lost
their, their contracts, because they, they get people on the board that wanted to buy a
building and rent it to them. We had that problem. We eliminated that school, simply
because the board member wouldn't rescind and was charging rents that he shouldn't of
and we had other controversies, but we took care of them.

Dr. Jim Goenner  12:52
It's one of the hallmark of great authorizers, I call it proving the promise. And while you
want to create opportunities and choices, you want them to be quality. And when you get
tested on that you'll actually revoke the charter contract and close the school because it's
a privilege to be able to educate kids and receive taxpayer money to do that. One of the
people you've referenced several times is Leonard. And if we could capture Leonard
Plachta's oral history, we would but sadly, Leonard's left us. And there's actually a
scholarship in his name called the Leonard Plachta 'Spirit of the Future' award. Would you
talk to us about Leonard Plachta, the president that marshalled this forward for the board
and his legacy for education?
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Sid Smith  13:37
Well, to begin with, Leonard Plachta was an entrepreneur. He not only was one of the
greatest business minds I've ever met, but he was an entrepreneurial guy. He served as a
dean, as an accounting professor. I still run into his students, they still talk about him. He
just has a tremendous legacy. But his entrepreneurial spirit is what really was energized by
charter schools. And we all knew it was an opportunity for Central to, to continue its real
mission as a teachers university because it was going to come to be Central was, as you
mentioned, the first university to ever sponsor a charter school. So that's huge. And
Leonard was so excited about doing it. But again, he believed in the accountability,
because all of us on that board, including Leonard felt that accountability was the biggest
problem with education and so he was a driver. Once the governor asked us to do the
charter, I had quite a conversation with Leonard and he was totally excited about it. He,
he could see the challenge. I told him, don't worry your boards with you. So, you know, he
took off like a sprint. And I can't remember in the first year, I think we were at 5000, 10,000
students or something. Yeah, we had charters going all over the place, and we weren't
allowed to have over 50 if I recall.

Dr. Jim Goenner  15:44
There was a cap in place, in place in those days

Sid Smith  15:46
Capped us. We kept working on the politics down in Lansing. Take the caps off, now when
I say we it wasn't us as much as the lobbyists. We had Jim Baird at the chamber. The
people that really believed in charter schools worked very hard with the legislature. And it
was funny because the legislature went from Republican support, to Democrat support
back to Republican support. And finally, after I think they all figured out it worked then we
finally got a bipartisan deal. And today, that's the way it is. I mean, you hardly ever hear
people in politics talking bad about charter schools.

Dr. Jim Goenner  16:34
There was a big event in that history when President Bill Clinton came to Michigan and
addressed a joint session of the legislature. That was a big deal in the evolution of charter
schools. Can you tell us about that?

Sid Smith  16:47
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Well, it was huge. It was huge. I got a call from the governor and he said Bill Clinton is
coming to address the House and Senate. Which, you know, quite frankly, I thought, 'John
are you nuts?' But he said he's got a million dollars grant that he wants to give to set up a
National Charter School Institute and we think we can get it for Central. And so I went to
Leonard, and we said, 'let's go after it'. And so we did and Bill Clinton gave his speech joint
session. And in that speech was quite a bit about charter schools. And of course, you
know, I think it was, it was interesting, because at that point, the Democratic Party was
against charter schools in the State of Michigan. But here our Democrat President's up
there at the podium, giving them every reason they ought to be for it, plus a million bucks.
And of course, our governor was I think, just sitting in the corner snickering because he
wasn't there. And that's how a National Charter School Institute started, with that million
dollars. And again, John made sure, the govenor made sure that Central got it, our
stockholder being CMU. And that's what started us on the parade we're on now. So.

Dr. Jim Goenner  18:33
So Governor Engler is again, somebody that signed the original charter school bill. He was
a great advocate for educational choice and change and charters. Can you talk to us a
little bit about the man behind it? What motivated him to be so adamant that Michigan
needed choice?

Sid Smith  18:53
Well, John, the governor I should call him, Governor John was adamant about education.
The three basics were the most important to him. By third grade kids needed to be able to
read. Now, these weren't just requests from the governor. He was so for that. He knew how
important reading was. He was a speed reader himself. Read novels read bills, he was
probably one of the only 10 or 20% back then of the legislature that read the bill. He'd
read the whole thing. So reading was so important to him. And his gift to children was
that's where you started it, in the first, third grade, you had to have certain accountability.
And again, that's how we were chartering schools. So it just was a huge issue for him. It
was a huge issue when he first ran for the Michigan House. I think he was 21 or something.
I handled part of his campaign. But he was he just felt that the, this country owed these
kids an education. And there were certain things that were more important than anything.
You know reading was one of them, writing was one, arithmetic was the other, which, quite
frankly, when I grew up in the 40s, and 50s, it was reading, writing, arithmetic. So he really
had not varied from that mission and model. And I just think he wasn't about ready to
stop. He put together a national franchise, is what he did and he showed universities, and
I think legislatures all over the country, that giving people a choice of schools, was
important to the kids.
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Dr. Jim Goenner  21:13
So you mentioned growing up, story has it that you road your trike on the campus of
Central Michigan University. As you look back and now, nearly 25 years later, Central
Michigan University is home of the Governor John Engler Center for Charter Schools.
Again, is that something you could have ever envisioned when you first started off.

Sid Smith  21:38
You mean on my tricylce or? No, you know, we have a very unique town here. There are
several entrepreneurs, including people like Plachta, and Engler, who chose to go other
routes than a business route but very entrepreneurial startup type people, innovative
people, people that don't mind pushing the coin a little bit. Went through controversy
without any problem, won a lot of wars to make America great. So we're one of those
towns and John Engler was from here. And he was absolutely committed to things like
education. So I don't know what else I could say, there's a lot of innovation that comes out
of little towns.

Dr. Jim Goenner  22:58
So you, you mentioned that the university was founded as a normal college for preparing
teachers back in the late 1800s. And it got a new College of Education building. And some
would say it's the building charter schools built. Is there any truth to that?

Sid Smith  23:14
Well, I think there's a lot of truth to that, because we pushed, well, I guess I can say it. We
were able to get it, a new educational building funded. And I think part of that was
because we weren't afraid to take on charter schools. You know, there's some politics
involved here because a lot of the money comes from the state. That's why we felt it was
so important to name the charter school, Michigan Charter School Institute after John.
We had a great deal of fundraising, we had a great deal of other money to come in to
that education building to help fund it. So yeah, it's, that's how those things happen. But I
think most people realize that and we had done our job. And so I would say this probably
was a little bit of a payback.

Dr. Jim Goenner  24:22
And I visit the building, it's beautiful, but there's the French auditorium. Is that any relation
to your beautiful wife?
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Sid Smith  24:32
It sure is and I always tell this story. I woke up on our anniversary day. We were trying to
put together the gifts for that and I had forgotten to get her a card and flowers. So I
turned to her and I said, 'Okay, here is your present, for our anniversary we're gonna name
the French auditorium instead of Smith auditorium, we'll name it French auditorium after
you and Gail', who ended up serving on Central's board, and her father who never got a
formal education. So he would have been very proud of that. And I got off the hook. So
again, there might be a little bit of politics played there to be called French but it's, it
really is a family that is so represented at Central from the Detroit area. Father, very
successful on his own entrepreneur, girls end up coming to Central and so I think you
know, it, it represents the kind of kids and parents that we get up here at Central
constantly from that, especially from that area, Three County area.

Dr. Jim Goenner  26:03
Sid your careers been so many things. You've been a university trustee, you've been a
mayor, you've been a businessman and entrepreneur, developer. Why as a business guy
have you been so focused on education?

Sid Smith  26:18
Well, again, it comes from my background, because my father. He went through the
depression, so being a teacher was a safe way to go into the economy in the recovery. He
always wanted my brother and I to be teachers. But we just were business minded. So we
headed in that direction, but both of us, you know, support education. We just gave a
small donation to Grayling, to their high school. I mean, we've always supported
education, we've always supported kids getting educated, it's the only opportunity they
have so if were gonna give them the right to get out here and do what they're gonna do
for the next 60 years America's gotta wake up to the fact that we gotta educate. Charter
schools does have the option and I should say, so do public schools, but the parents
having a decision with kids as to where their child goes, is the most important thing there
is. It's no different than buying cars. You don't just buy one because somebody tells you
you have to. So, I think that yeah, I've just always been dedicated to it.

Dr. Jim Goenner  27:49
So this notion of chartering is an idea that gets enacted in public policy. But a lot of times
once a governor signs a bill into law, they move on to something else. This governor
stayed on it. And he hired a lady named Mary Kay Shields to be his special advisor and
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director for getting charter schools moving. Can you tell me about working with Mary Kay
and the influence that she had?

Sid Smith  28:13
Mary Kay Shields is probably one of the most inspirational people I've ever worked with.
She had a goal and nobody got in the way of that goal. You might throw a little argument
out just to see if she wouldn't temper up a bit. But do not stand where the bus is coming
through. She was great. She was innovative, very smart, knew how to put this thing
together. I can't tell you the hours that well, Bob Mills, you and I and Mary Kay spent
trying to figure this thing out and trying to look at the, the mission, the visions and where
to go next. And I used to get a little trouble because I said it was no different than building
a franchise. You know, we just got to go out and find locations and people that are good
and people that are accountable and put these together. And I used to get a little get a
little trouble with the governor that it's not a franchise, it's a school. But I vision, I
envisioned that as the business, how to grow it. And Mary Kay was into that too. How
many schools can we get, but let's get good ones. And let's make sure they're good. And
let's make sure board members are properly trained. So she had a great deal of vision
about education and I think one of the reasons for that, she was a great mother. Her kids
were very important to her and the education of those kids was very important to both
she and her husband. So she knew how to drive the truck. And she did it. And, and of
course, you did it too, as well as Bob Mills, we had good operating people on the ground.
And we stayed within our boundaries and did what we had to do and make people
accountable. And from that very first school up until I don't know how many charters there
are in the United States now. But I'd like to feel we were a big part of that, that us rolling
through.

Dr. Jim Goenner  30:37
So you talked a little bit at the early days that there was some pushback, not everybody
was excited that CMU was chartering schools. One of the legends is that there was this
threat that there'll be no more donations to the university. As the story goes, you actually
had the alumni department look into these threats to see if they'd ever donated before.
And the vast majority had never given the university a penny. Is that a true story or is that
urban legend?

Sid Smith  31:05
No, it's true. But I should say too, back then CMU's development department wasn't as
good as they should have been. And they're much better now getting donations. But you
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gotta remember, I think we had identified in the 90s 105,000 alumni. Now, there certainly
were a lot more than that but that's all we had identified. Out of that 105, probably 80%
were teachers either active or retired in MEA. And of course, they were getting a lot of bad
politics from the MEA leadership back then, as to whether we should allow charter schools
for now. And I'm not so sure that they didn't get some letters that told them to write us.
Because they were alumni so, ones that we're giving money did stop giving it but it wasn't
a great deal of them. And again, you know, everybody panics when the problem comes to
light, that we're getting less donations. But we had a board and a president that said,
that's fine, we'll operate. You know, we'll just shift our operations and make it work.
Nothing new is going to move us. And again, you know, you, Bob and Mary Kay, me and
the board and Leonard Plachta, we were just, you might come in and win a battle, but you
weren't gonna win the war

Dr. Jim Goenner  32:55
That was a real team effort and a lot of steadfast leadership through all that. As you look
back now, it's 2020. If you were back on the board, would you make the same decision
again? And why?

Sid Smith  33:08
Sure. Because it has to do with kids. It has to do with their right to have an education and
the right to have a future. And it's pretty hard not to, it's pretty hard to have a future if
you don't have, can't read, you can't write, what do you do? Well, I'm not so sure we aren't
seeing what people do. Go out on the street, show it's important to give them the option.
And it doesn't mean that people that are educated don't do those things. It just means
they have an option. If you got a degree, whether it be a college degree, a high school
degree, a technical degree, whatever it is, you've got the opportunity for a future. What
you do with that is up to you and that's, that's not anything we can do. But we certainly
can provide the groundwork for good education. We want people to be able to read, I
don't think that's asking a lot. There isn't a parent in the world that doesn't want for their
kid. So we focused on the right thing that's why we were successful and that was the kids.

Dr. Jim Goenner  34:21
As you look to the future and the people that are coming behind you. If you were to give
them some years of hard fought wisdom and advice what would you tell them as they
work to the future of always bettering education?
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Sid Smith  34:37
Well, the first thing to do is go local. Elect the right boards, elect people on the boards,
hire superintendents and teachers that are accountable. That's the first thing. You've got
to work with your own children. They've got to learn how to read, how to write and you've
got to do that, you've got to do it early on. And that's your responsibility. It's not a school's
responsibility. When they get the child he's five or six or she is five or six years old. That's
five or six years that they've had the opportunity with you reading him stories, teaching
him how to read. So there's accountability to parents. The other thing is to make sure your
kid gets in the right school. Not all sizes fit. So, if you think a charter school is better than
the public school, then make that decision, and, and put them in it and support it and
support the school. That's, to me, ground zero, it's more important than anything, it's more
important than electing presidents, it's more important than just about anything you do.

Dr. Jim Goenner  36:00
So one of the theories of charters is that by providing competition it'd make all schools
better, do you think that's happened?

Sid Smith  36:06
Yeah, I really do. I think it has, because I think enrollments a big thing, especially with
population decreasing of young people. So I think competition is good for everything. And
education is certainly one of them. If a charter school is running and achieving all kinds of
greatness, your kid can go to that. Why would you put them in a school that's right across
the street that's not operating that way, it doesn't give your child that performance. Again,
you know, it's important that parents take on these obligations when they have kids, just
make sure they're educated. What they've done with their life is over an education, a lot
of cases unless they choose to go back. But it certainly shouldn't be the thing that
deprives their own child from a future. So that's how we get out of these problems with
people, they can't get jobs because they're not educated or can't read. There's nobody in
this United States that shouldn't be able to read, nobody. It's out there. It's free. It's now
choice. But it takes a parent, some time to sit down and make that choice and make sure
that kid heads in the right direction.

Dr. Jim Goenner  37:39
Well Sid on behalf of the National Charter School Founders Library, we thank you for your
leadership, for your commitment and your ongoing support and encouragement. It's
people like you that paved the path to the future, and we're grateful. Is there anything
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else that you'd like to share?

Sid Smith  37:57
No, I think, you know, it's just been a great ride for me. And as you mentioned, I'm really a
developer. So this has given me an interest in something other than just my business. And
it's just been a tremendous challenge for me to make sure that these kids get, get the
opportunities that we are supposed to give them. And now all I can say is whether you're a
parent or board member, whatever you are, whether it's public or charters. Make sure the
kid gets the fair right to go forward and live a great life.

Dr. Jim Goenner  38:43
Well, from all those children, a heartfelt thank you.
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